Introducing XV501PCHP-4

Game-Changing Performance in a Compact Ball Valve

Originally designed to address problems associated with leaking and degrading ball valves and handles in mobile carpet cleaning vans, our new compact ball valve is taking this demanding application by storm.

Thanks to its all-brass body, brass stem and PTFE stem packing, XV501PCHP-4 is better able to withstand the pressures, temperatures and chemicals of commercial steam cleaning, resulting in fewer leaks, higher durability and reduced downtime.

Other applications for this powerhouse valve include:

- Machine tools
- Chemical
- Pump and paper
- Lube lines
- Pilot lines
- Plastics processing

In fact, anyone wanting a stronger version of our MV ball valve is a potential sale.

Size:

- 1/4"

Materials:

- All brass body
- Chrome-plated brass ball
- Filled PTFE seats/seals
- Brass stem
- PTFE stem packing
- Plated steel handle and nut
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